TEACHER RESOURCE
LESSON PLAN
MIGRATION TO SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN
INTRODUCTION
This lesson was originally published in Telling
Detroit’s Story: Historic Past, Proud People, Shining
Future curriculum unit developed by the Detroit 300
Commission in 2001.
Through looking at and studying primary and
secondary sources, students in ninth through
twelfth grades will gain a deeper understanding of
the role immigration has played in Detroit’s history
and the diversity in Southeastern Michigan.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Students will:
•

Improve analytical skills.

•

Develop an historical hypothesis.

•

Develop an understanding of the diverse ethnic
make-up of Southeastern Michigan.

MATERIALS USED
•

Reading: “Migration to Southeast Michigan”

•

Chart: “Selected Population Data for Detroit and
Michigan, 1890-1990”

•

Reading: “Narratives of Immigrants”

•

Chart: “Employees, Highland Park Plant, Ford
Motor Company, January 12, 1917”

•

Chart: “State of Birth, Detroit and Michigan
Residents”

•

Worksheet: “Analyzing Data”

LESSON SEQUENCE
Opening the Activity:
1. Have the students read “Migration to Southeast
Michigan.”
2. Discuss the role various ethnic groups played in
the development of Southeast Michigan.

Developing the Activity
1. Have the students form small groups. Distribute
“Selected Population Data for Detroit and
Michigan, 1890-1990.”
2. Based on the charts, have each group develop
three hypotheses regarding population changes
in Detroit from 1890-1990.
3. Discuss the various theories regarding Detroit’s
population based on the chart.
Concluding the Activity
4. Distribute the reading: “Narratives of
Immigrants.”
5. Have the students read and discuss reasons
immigrants came to this area.
6. Have the students develop relationships
between their hypotheses and the writings of
immigrants or other available sources.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
•

Students may be given other charts, such as
“Employees, Highland Park Plant, Ford Motor
Company, January 12, 1917” and “State of
Birth, Detroit and Michigan Residents” to
develop additional hypotheses regarding
immigration to and population change in Detroit.

ASSESSING THE LEARNING
•

Have the students develop charts that visually
represent the ideas contained in their three
hypotheses.

•

Have the students complete the “Analyzing
Data” worksheet.

READING: MIGRATION TO SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN
The United States is a nation of immigrants. With the
exception of Native Americans, all of our ancestors arrived
in this country within the past few hundred years.
The first European settlers arrived in Southeastern
Michigan in 1701. These early Detroiters were French and
under the command of Antoine Cadillac. Their primary
goal was to build a fur trading post along the narrow strait
we call the Detroit River. Their Native American allies built
several villages near the French fort.
Following the French and Indian War, British traders
arrived. While the British soon made up a large part of
the population within the city walls, French farms were
scattered along both sides of the Detroit River.
Detroit passed into American hands following the
Revolutionary War. Slowly, Americans began to arrive. It was
not until the completion of the Erie Canal in 1825, however,
that Detroit really began to grow. In an age in which travel by
water was the easiest and fastest means of transportation,
it was no wonder that most settlers arrived by way of Lake
Erie. The typical Michigan settler was from upstate New
York or New England. This migration of “Yankees and
Yorkers” to Michigan continued through the 19th century.
The 1830s, and particularly the 1840s, saw large
numbers of Irish and Germans arrive in Michigan. The Irish
were usually poor Catholics who had left Ireland because of
the potato famine of the 1840s. Germans were Protestant,
Catholic, or Jewish and often middle-class. Many left
Germany following a failed democratic revolution in 1848.
German and Irish immigrants continued to flock to
America and Detroit throughout the 19th century. Detroit
was also an important destination for English, Scottish, and
Scandinavian immigrants. Canadians, however, were the
largest immigrant group in Detroit throughout the 19th and
20th centuries. They were usually of British, Irish, or French
extraction.
By 1880 immigration patterns began to change. Before
1880 most immigrants to the United States and Detroit
came from northern and western Europe. Thereafter,
eastern and southern Europeans dominated immigration
until restrictive laws passed in the 1920s severely limited all
immigration.
In Detroit, Polish immigrants from German-occupied
Poland started to arrive in the 1870s. Immigrants also
continued to arrive from Germany. Russians, Hungarians,
Italians, Greeks and other European nationalities were

Detroit Poles at a Patriotic Service at Belle Isle,
1940
Courtesy of the Walter P. Reuther Library, Wayne State
University
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READING: MIGRATION TO SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN
also drawn to Detroit. This migration was heavily Catholic,
Orthodox Christian, and Jewish. The boom years of
immigration, 1900-1914, coincided with the rapid expansion
of the automobile industry in Detroit. While eastern and
southern Europeans were the most significant nationalities
coming to Detroit, the auto industry attracted people from all
over Europe and the world.
The automobile industry also drew people from
American farms. This was most dramatic during World War I
and in the 1920s. Under the pressure of wartime production
demands, farms became increasingly mechanized. As a
result, small family and tenant farms became unprofitable.
Farm workers from the midwestern and southern states
came to Detroit. A simultaneous coal-mining slump attracted
miners from Pennsylvania and Indiana.
African Americans from the southeast were a significant
part of this migration. Although an African American
community had existed in Detroit for more than 150 years, it
was small. There were only 4,000 African Americans out of a
total city population of 250,000 in 1900. By 1930, however,
there were 120,000 African Americans living in Detroit.
Migration from American farms continued until the Great
Depression began in 1929. For the next 11 years, Detroit
experienced some of the worst economic conditions of
any city in America. Migration to Detroit virtually stopped. It
began again, however, as soon as Detroit began to convert
to military production during World War II. Once again, the
chief sources of labor for the war industries came from
American farms. And once again the southern states were
major contributors of workers.
In the post-war years, strict immigration laws had been
periodically relaxed to accommodate displaced persons
and refugees from various parts of the world. Europeans
displaced by World War II and the Cold War were drawn to
Detroit. Similar factors played an important part in attracting
thousands of Arabic, Hispanic, Asian, Chinese, Vietnamese,
Korean, and Japanese immigrants.

Greek Men in a Detroit Coffee House, 1939
Courtesy of the Walter P. Reuther LIbrary, Wayne State
University

A Chinese Women’s Club in Detroit, 1942
Courtesy of the Walter P. Reuther Library, Wayne State University

CHART: SELECTED POPULATION DATA FOR DETROIT AND MICHIGAN,
1890-1990

READING: NARRATIVES OF IMMIGRANTS
Charles grew up on a poor farm in Austria-Hungary.
“I was born in what is now Czechoslovakia – it was Bohemia in those days. It was under
Austrian-Hungarian rule. Franz Josef was the Emperor. We were a family of four girls and three boys
with our mother. We lost our dad when I was six years old, and times were pretty tough for us. We
were one of the poorest families in the village – probably a little over a thousand people lived there.
We had a couple or three pieces of land that wouldn’t amount to more than two acres altogether – it
was separated and in different places.
“There were farmers who had quite a bit of land and they lived pretty good, a lot better than the
common ordinary man. And, of course, my older sisters and brothers, they worked in the factory up
there, making rugs and stuff for a few dollars. It was hard for us to get along, but then mother was a
good manager, and we just managed to struggle through it.
“In 1913, my brother, Joe, was scheduled to go into the army. He had his examination and
everything. He was supposed to report, but instead, he and my brother-in-law left and went to the
United States. They arranged things for us to come over to America, and we made it here. We came
to this country in 1914. On my 14th birthday, we left for Prague.”
Bessie’s family left Greece in 1909
“I lived outside of Athens, a small town, which is now bigger. I went to school until I came here.
There were six kids in the family and we had a very happy life, like all the Greeks, until everybody in
the family decided they wanted to come to the United States. Everybody was saying it was a land
to make money, to have freedom, to do whatever you please – all those things, I guess.
“My father got the notion to come here with my older sister. They were here about a year – both
of them worked – then they sent money for me and my brother. We came by ourselves. I was 11,
my brother was two years older than I. We were both young kids, we weren’t like kids nowadays.
We were different kids. We went to work. I came here and I went to work.
“We traveled with other people. You see, this man used to come to America, where he used to
work sometimes. He made a trip back, and it didn’t cost him anything because we paid his fare to
bring us here.”
A Mexican poet describes the reasons people left Mexico in the 1920s
But those who are to blame are those unkind employers
who don’t give their people enough to buy a jacket.
The peon is always burdened, is treated with cruelty;
the rich would like to see his head where they see his feet.
I’m not criticizing the country, but certainly tell you
that many of the laborers go naked to their navels.
They treat him like a slave, not always a useful servant
who pours out for the rich his last drop of sweat.
The rich go in automobiles, riding a good horse and a good saddle,
while the poor peons go about half-naked.
Here one works a year without earning enough for a shirt;
the poor man suffers always the rich man laughs and laughs.
An English potter from Stafford wrote in the 1840s:
“There is none of that lordly ship, as in England. Some of you are obliged to worship your
masters, when meeting them on the road; I mean by almost plowing the road up, with bowing and
scraping to them; and perhaps just as closely to the entrance of a place of worship. There’s no
such thing here. I’ve seen men with double the amount of those you idolize, working by the side of

READING: NARRATIVES OF IMMIGRANTS
their men, during the week, and, on Sunday, sitting by their side in a place of worship. The fine coat
is thought of no more than the rough one.
Pasquale describes why he left turn of the century Italy.
“Our people have to immigrate. It is a matter of too much boundless life and too little space…
Every bit of cultivatable soil is owned by those fortunate few who lord over us. Before spring comes
over our valley all the obtainable land is rented out or given to the peasants for the season under
usurious conditions, namely for three-fourths, one-half or one-fourth of the crops… but now there
was escape from the rich landowners, from the terrors of drought, the specter of starvation, in the
boundless America out of which people return with fabulous tales and thousands of liras – riches
unheard of before, among peasants.”
A Pole living in the German controlled area of Poland before World War I
“We came from Poznan. That was under the Prussian regime at the time. We had schools, of
course - we had to go there; but it was all in German. Some noble ladies tried to teach Polish at
home. Police found our books; they captured the ladies, threw the books away, and put the ladies
in jail so that no one could learn Polish. Everything was supposed to be in German. You had to
speak German in the school, in the band or the post office or anywhere. The only way to learn
Polish was at home – there, we spoke Polish.”
[Why did your parents decide to come to America?]
“First there were already rumors of war. My father had connections with so-called politicians
– they were warning him. Number two, the business was very hard – my father had a bakery. The
taxes were very high, so he decided to close up and come over to America. . .
“Also, we came here because it was getting harder; take, for instance, school. I was interested
already in engineering, technical stuff like that. I applied to what was called a technical school. Well,
they wouldn’t take me because my name was Polish. They said they were over-filled, which was
not true, because other boys who went with me to regular school, they were German, so they were
accepted. So we had all kinds of trouble.
A Pole living in the Russian controlled area of Poland before World War I
“Oh, we had problems. We couldn’t do anything that we wanted. We didn’t even have a school
there. The Russians didn’t care about teaching their children or us, so my parents used to bring
a teacher to the house, or to the whole village. That was only during the winter, for a couple of
months or so.
“My mother used to read Polish history to us. She would close the windows and teach us
how to read, but what she did with the book later, we never knew. She had to hide it, because we
weren’t permitted to learn anything about Poland.
“We couldn’t stand the Russian people – soldiers that is. We were running away from them.
Soldiers were right on the edge of our home. Our parents never let us go alone, because they said
they acted like savages.”
Sources for Immigrant Quotes:
• David M. Brownstone, Irene M. Franck, Douglass L. Brownstone. Island of Hope, Island of Tears. Rawson Wade
Publishers, Inc., New York
• Lawrence A. Cardoso. Mexican Immigration to the United States, 1897-1931, Socio-Economic Patterns. The
University of Arizona Press, Tucson, Arizona.
• Dick Hoerder, Horst Rossler, ed. Distant Magnets. Expectations and Reality in the Immigrant Experiences, 18401930. Holmes and Meier, New York and London.

CHART: EMPLOYEES, HIGHLAND PARK PLANT, FORD MOTOR
COMPANY, JANUARY 12, 1917

CHART: STATE OF BIRTH, DETROIT AND MICHIGAN RESIDENTS

WORKSHEET: ANALYZING DATA
Data Element Number _____
Assume that the data element is to be displayed in a Michigan history textbook as a part of a
chapter called, “The People of Detroit.” Write an appropriate title and caption as it would appear in
the book.
Title:
Caption:
The document you have helps answer some questions about the migration of people to Detroit.
However, it probably raises others. Review the document and write one historical question
suggested by the data. Your question may relate to the document as a whole or focus on a small
piece.

Speculate the answer to your questions. This is a hypothesis.

Identify a specific fact that would tend to support or refute your hypothesis.
Write it in the form of an “If…then…” statement.
(That is: If [your hypothesis] then [this fact would be true.])

Identify a possible primary source item in which the fact you identified in question 4 might be found.
Be creative. You will not need to find this document. It is only important that it might have existed.

WORKSHEET: ANALYZING DATA (TEACHER SAMPLE)
Data Element Number _1__
Assume that the data element is to be displayed in a Michigan history textbook as a part of a
chapter called, “The People of Detroit.” Write an appropriate title and caption as it would appear in
the book.
Title: National Origins of Detroit Residents, 1890-1990
Caption: European-born national groups made up a significant percentage
of Detroit’s population for most of the past 100 years.
The document you have helps answer some questions about the migration of people to Detroit.
However, it probably raises others. Review the document and write one historical questions
suggested by the data. Your question may relate to the document as a whole of focus on a small
piece.
Since Canadians are immigrants as well, what was the original nationality of
the large Canadian population that came to that country?
Speculate the answer to your questions. This is a hypothesis.
Since Canada was part of the British Empire, most Canadians were probably
from Britain originally.
Identify a specific fact that would tend to support or refute your hypothesis.
Write it in the form of an “If…then…” statement.
(That is: If [your hypothesis] then [this fact would be true.])
If most Canadians who migrated to the United States had British
ancestry, then the last names of Canadian immigrants would be British sounding.
Identify a possible primary source item in which the fact you identified in question 4 might be found.
Be creative. You will not need to find this document. It is only important that it might have existed.
The immigration services would have the names of all people who
immigrated to the United States and their country of origin.

